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Daniel de Fasson
History
Born in Havana Cuba in 1952, Daniel and his family arrived in the
United States in 1961. After eight years in Boston where his father
worked in retail, his family moved to Miami Beach where both the
climate and culture were pleasantly more familiar. There, in his father’s
clothing store he received his first ‘architectural’ commission, the
task of designing a then popular concept ‘the boutique’. It was then
Daniel first discovered his passion at the intersection of fashion and
architecture.
Daniel’s dream has always been to synthesize his transformative
theories on design, color and texture with the reality of contemporary
clothing. Realizing his vision, in 1989 he formed Designers in Motion,
Inc. to create and distribute the Daniel de Fasson Signature Collection.
Over the years, he has unique, sophisticated designs, coupled with his
unparalleled attention to detail.
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Daniel strives to create products that fill the wants of today’s man
and has set his sights on expanding and intensifying the Daniel
de Fasson dress philosophy. The company is currently involved in
licensing with other companies that share its strategic vision of design
and sophistication. Daniel endeavors to create the Daniel de Fasson
lifestyle concept where “the physical enhances the metaphysical”.
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Consistent fashion direction, quality and value

Uniqueness

Form and Function. Elegance and Detail. Comfort and Quality. In
the intensely challenging and competitive men’s wear business,
Daniel de Fasson continues to dazzle and delight both retailers and
consumers. His sophisticated, signature creations exemplifies his
unique and creative play on fashion and function.

Setting global fashion direction through unique design, coloration
and the highest quality standards are the avowed philosophy edicts
of this American design house. Unlike other Designer Collections,
typically licensed brands with managers or stylists sourcing fabric
mills, this is the only collection truly designed from the yarn up by
Architect / Fashion Designer Daniel de Fasson in his Miami Studio
and just like his buildings, interiors and furniture; all elements of
the collection are meticulously analyzed, developed and then
constructed by his artisans to exacting specifications.

www.danieldefasson.com
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MMG Corporation forms Strategic Alliance
with Designers In Motion
St. Louis (August 10, 2006) – Don Eisenberg, President of
MMG Corporation and Premiere Neckwear Groupe, and
Daniel de Fasson of Miami based Designers In Motion, today
have announced that they have formed a strategic alliance
between their companies. The two have joined forces to take
advantage of their strengths in product development, sales,
marketing, and distribution.
Premiere Neckwear Groupe, MMG’s luxury division, will
assume sales and distribution of Daniel de Fasson’s
eponymous designer neckwear collection, targeted at
department store and better specialty store markets. In
addition to creating his own collection, Daniel de Fasson
will utilize his expertise to further expand MMG’s design and
marketing capabilities. It is foreseen that the companies will
extend his brand into other product categories.
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Press Releases
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Designers In Motion Licenses Jaysix for
Daniel de Fasson Dress Shirts
Miami (February 29, 2008) – Designers In Motion, Daniel
de Fasson’s Miami based design studio, has licensed Jaysix
USA Incorporated to produce dress shirts under the Daniel
de Fasson Studio brand name. The line will be available at
department stores for fall 2008.
Fashion Designer, Daniel de Fasson commented: “We are
excited to partner with Jaysix on the addition of dress shirts.
This is an important step towards expanding the Daniel de
Fasson brand and dress philosophy.”
Jaysix USA Incorporated, based in Fredericksburg, VA,
offers complete garment services including original design,
branding, sourcing, manufacturing, importing, warehousing,
distribution, and EDI. Combined, Guy Prud’homme and
Jason Popham of Jaysix have over 55 years of industry
experience.
MMG Corporation, a leading designer and manufacturer
of men’s neckwear and accessories, will be working with
Jaysix to market Daniel de Fasson Studio dress shirts. MMG
expects that the addition of dress shirts to the existing
Daniel de Fasson neckwear business will be beneficial to
both lines.

www.danieldefasson.com

Press Releases
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Daniel de Fasson is represented in all major U.S. fashion tradeshows.

The Collective
January
The Show Piers
55th and 12th Avenue, Pier 94
New York, New York
Booth 2933

Chicago Men’s Wear
Collective
February
The Merchandise Mart
8th Floor
Chicago, Illinois
Booth 8-1006 & 1008
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Southern Clothing Market

MAGIC

The Men’s Show in Dallas

February
Embassy Suites Hotel
Charlotte, North Carolina
Room 618

February
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada
Booth ME1118

Januar - February
International Apparel Mart
2050 Stemmons Freeway
Dallas, Texas
Booth 7454

Tradeshows
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Personal Appearances
Here is your chance to meet the designer behind this extraordinary collection. Shake his hand. Feel the passion. Get his autograph
on your tie.

www.danieldefasson.com

Personal Appearances
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Lifestyle Catalogs
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Hand Made

Each necktie is woven of six ply silk
yarn, hand-cut, hand-shaped, and
hand-sewn in a 31/2 inch fashion
shape to create a generous modified
bottleneck which finishes into a full
knot with instant dimpling.

Thermaset© Process

This heat, chemical, and pressure
procedure softens the hand of the
silk, which provides the neckwear
with wrinkle and stain resistance.

Signature Loop Label

Our signature Daniel de Fasson Monogram
Trifold loop label is woven into the fabric
itself, tucked and hand stitched into the
center of the necktie to ensure that the small
end remains neatly tucked away.

Slipstitch

Waxed silk strands are hand-sewn into the
seams, creating a slipstitch which permits both
hemispheres of the necktie to shift while knotted
and allow the necktie to return to its original
shape once the knot has been undone.

Monogram

The signature Daniel de Fasson
monogram is woven into every
necktie as a symbol of our
commitment to ultimate
craftsmanship.

Trifold Construction

Pure silk self-tipping is formed
into a luxurious trifold that extends
deep into the body of the necktie
and is fastened together by handembroidered bar tacks, creating the
ultimate necktie construction.

Satin Wrapped Interlining

The silk shell of our necktie is formed around a fully
satin wrapped wool interlining to provide a luxury
hand and eases recovery into its original shape.
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Neckwear Anatomy

Bar Tacks

Hand embroidered waxed silk bar tacks
assure that the necktie’s components are
kept closed and tidy.
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Hand Made

Each necktie is hand-cut, hand-shaped,
and hand-sewn to create a generous
modified bottleneck shape which
finishes into a full fashion knot with
instant dimpling.

Thermaset© Process

This heat, chemical, and
pressure procedure softens the
hand of the silk, which provides
the neckwear with wrinkle and
stain resistance.

Slipstitch

Waxed silk strands are hand-sewn into the
seams, creating a slipstitch which permits
both hemispheres of the necktie to shift
while knotted and allow the necktie to
return to its original shape once the knot
has been undone.

Signature Loop Label

To assure the integrity of the
neckwear, our loop labels are hand
rolled, tucked and stitched from
beneath. This keeps the small end
of the necktie neatly tucked away
and assures durability of the label.

Bar Tacks

Hand embroidered waxed
silk bar tacks assure that
the necktie’s components
are kept closed and tidy.

Signature Studio Tipping
The signature Daniel de Fasson
Studio tipping symbolizes
our commitment to ultimate
craftsmanship.

Self Loop

To further improve the sturdiness of our product,
we hand sew a full return self loop on every
necktie. This formula ensures that the small end
of the necktie will stay neatly tucked away.

www.danieldefasson.com

Satin Wrapped Interlining

The silk shell of our necktie is formed around a
fully satin wrapped interlining to provide a luxury
hand and eases recovery into its original shape.
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Daniel de Fasson Monogram Dress Shirts
DIFFERENTIATION, ENHANCEMENT AND BENEFITS
1 Three uniquely designed, curved, shaped and constructed fashion collars hug the neck and
shoulders with ¼” gap for open or proper neckwear ‘exhibition’.
2 All stitching at 21 stitches per inch for endurance and superior appearance.
3 Barrel type, customized, removable collar stays for reassurance and ease of laundering.
4 Embroidered Signature Brand on the yoke interior denotes class and elegance.
5 Embroidered Signature Logo on the each of the two side gussets add yet another characteristic
aspect to the collection.
6 Negative Reveal details on either cuff or pocket add an unmistakable and uniquely Daniel de
Fasson attribute to the product.
7 Split and dropped yoke exterior for class construction connotation and a more relaxed fit.
8 One-piece yoke interior for clean package presentation.
9 Single and double needle tailoring on side and sleeve seams with matching dimensions for long
lasting laundering and wearing.
10 Rotated cuffs for perfectly positioned cuff button stance for comfort and guaranteeing that the
buttons are always in the same position as a cuff link and that they will not end up under the
wrist.
11 Double stitched buttonholes to prevent possibility of unraveling.
12 Collar buttonhole on a 45 degree bias for ease of buttoning.
13 Six double stacked custom button on the body positioned to be secure when used closed or with
the top button opened.
14 Single stacked collar button for ease of closure.
15 Adjustable two stacked button cuffs for an elegant look.
16 Single stacked placket button on the button through sleeve plackets for ease of closure.
17 All buttons sewn in with “X” shape stitching for permanence.
18 Adjustable two buttonhole French cuffs for ease of wearing depending on length of jacket
sleeve.
19 Extra buttons woven on a comfortable side seam woven label,
20 Single and double matching inverted pleats on back and on sleeves for the latest coordinated
fashion look.
21 One “leg” of the shirt pleat becomes the actual crease line of the sleeve (like on pants) for
perfect pressing every time.
22 Matching visuals on pockets and cuffs. Round pockets get round cuffs. Notch pockets get notch
cuffs. Square pockets get square cuffs.
23 Matching placket and stitching designs at ¼”.
24 Elongated shirt tails at 1½” to prevent shirt ‘crawling’ out of the pants when bending and keeping
the front shorter also makes for a neater pant front.
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Dress Shirt Anatomy
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Daniel de Fasson Monogram Dress Shirts
DIFFERENTIATION, ENHANCEMENT AND BENEFITS
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Daniel de Fasson Studio Dress Shirts
DIFFERENTIATION, ENHANCEMENT AND BENEFITS
1 Two uniquely designed, curved, shaped and constructed fashion collars hug the neck and
shoulders with ¼” gap for open or proper neckwear ‘exhibition’.
2 All stitching at 18 stitches per inch for endurance and superior appearance.
3 Barrel type, customized, removable collar stays for reassurance and ease of laundering.
4 Split and dropped yoke exterior for class construction connotation and a more relaxed fit.
5 One-piece yoke interior for clean package presentation.
6 Single and double needle tailoring on side and sleeve seams with matching dimensions for long
lasting laundering and wearing.
7 Rotated cuffs for perfectly positioned cuff button stance for comfort and guaranteeing that the
buttons are always in the same position as a cuff link and that they will not end up under the
wrist.
8 Double stitched buttonholes to prevent possibility of unraveling.
9 Collar buttonhole on a 45 degree bias for ease of buttoning.
10 Six double stacked custom button on the body positioned to be secure when used closed or with
the top button opened.
11 Single stacked collar button for ease of closure.
12 Adjustable two stacked button cuffs for an elegant look.
13 Single stacked placket button on the button through sleeve plackets for ease of closure,
14 All buttons sewn in with “X” shape stitching for permanence.
15 Adjustable two buttonhole French cuffs for ease of wearing depending on length of jacket sleeve.
16 Extra buttons woven on a comfortable side seam woven label.
17 Single and double matching inverted pleats on back and on sleeves for the latest coordinated
fashion look.
18 One “leg” of the shirt pleat becomes the actual crease line of the sleeve (like on pants) for perfect
pressing every time.
19 Matching visuals on pockets and cuffs. Round pockets get round cuffs. Notch pockets get notch
cuffs. Square pockets get square cuff.
20 Matching placket and stitching designs at ¼”.
21 Elongated shirt tails at 1½” to prevent shirt ‘crawling’ out of the pants when bending and keeping
the front shorter also makes for a neater pant front.
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Leather Design
It begins with the design of the embossing on the leather. Design is design and carries
across all vernaculars. Designing a building has the same foundations as the design of a
belt or wallet. Expert craftsmen are used to create these works of art.

Spark, Fire and Wonder
The beauty of working with leather is that it has three dimension properties. As such it
is a fabulous natural material that can be molded to affect three of the senses; visual,
tactile and even aroma. The buckle and trim metals then becomes a sculpture that can
express mood and elegance. Like neckwear, the leather items that a gentleman wears
can express his mood, uniqueness and personality.
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Leathers
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Opulance
Accessories complete the wardrobe. Natural materials such as luxuriously tanned
leathers, hand elaborated gold and shimmering diamonds give the wearer the feeling
of opulence that both look and feel good.

Form and Function
The firm’s design heritage perpetuates the edict that form is derived from its intended
use while maximizing the virtue of the material involved. In true architectural form, these
products are designed to encompass the attributes of the physical for the enrichment of
the metaphysical. It is the practice of architecture in its truest form with a slight variation
on the vernacular.

www.danieldefasson.com
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Fabric
Textile design of fabric for tailored clothing takes on a new form. We design subtle
colors, pattern and texture into all of our fabrics creating a Made to Measure look
and feel.

Sartorial Fit
Masculine clotting designed with the human form and comfort in mind. Shapely
silhouettes in double breasted (six on two) as well as two and three button closures,
tapered lapels, high notch and peak. Slenderizing plain front trousers with the ease of
wear of pleats. The results: The elegance and sophistication of Euro-Latin expression
from an American design house.
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Tailored Clothing
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Design

Textile Design

From product conception through the design and coloring process, our Miami based
creative team specializes in creating unique products that ultimately achieve a high degree
of consumer satisfaction.

Our specialty is in creating the technical, threedimensional art and following it through the
manufacturing process. These concepts are tracked from
initial consultations through ideas, research and design
development, to finished fabrics and finally to retail.

Coloring
A thorough understanding of the retail market is required to understand and colorize
products for retail. Our design team is well versed in all aspects of color and retail theory.

Technology
Utilizing our vision and experience as well as a series of
customized graphical development tools allows us to create
designs which are exceptional, saleable and consistently at
world class.

www.danieldefasson.com
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Manufacturing
Occupying over 55,000 square feet our state of the art silk yarn dying, spinning and weaving technologies and has undergone inspections
resulting in appointment as a “Green Model Corporation” and ISO 9001 accreditation.
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Manufacturing
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Equipment
In house capabilities in silk dying, spinning, twisting and manufacturing allows us
to offer consistency to the highest worldwide quality standards.To achieve global
standards, we operate 110 Swiss and Italian-made SSM and Menegatto dying
and twisting machines, 85 winding machines and 40 Italian-made, Staubli 210 cm
Jacquard weaving looms.

Hand Made
All of the products produced in the plant are completely hand made to old world
standards. To achieve this we employ over 150 experienced artisans with a capacity of
over 5,500 hand made neckties per day.

Quality
Quality, consistency and world standards are all addressed on a daily basis. However,
never being satisfied, we constantly invest to improve all aspects of our production
and our associates lives.

www.danieldefasson.com
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In Store Support
Our trained nationwide team of In Store Merchandisers and our
In Store Sellers offer the retailer the option to have our trained
representatives controlling the flow, display and sales of product
on your floor. Management from Saint Louis headquarter assures
a consistent and timely level of service throughout the nation.

In Store Sellers
We maintain a dedicated staff of
In Store Sellers that will visit your
stores and assist your customers
during the most important times of
the year. These professionals are
fully trained in the product and deliver product knowledge seminars
to your associates.

Merchandisers
Our merchandisers are trained in
locating product in your store rooms,
preparing a space and in merchandising
our products on your floor within the
established guidelines.

Support
Your store can count on us to deliver all
levels of support in store.
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In Store Support
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Logistics:

St Louis based 80 000 Sq Ft distro center. Fully EDI compliant.

www.danieldefasson.com
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Flagship Store
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Flagship Store
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Diversity Certificate
We are proud to be certified by The
Florida Regional Minority Council
and The National Minority Supplier
Development Council as a Minority
Business Enterprise.
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VACC Camp
Each spring in April, Miami Children’s
Hospital hosts a free week-long
overnight camp for ventilation
assisted children and their families.
Overnight campers come from
throughout the United States. South
Florida families and youngsters from
local residential care facilities join in
as day campers.
VACC Camp gives families a fun
opportunity to socialize with peers
and enjoy activities not readily
accessible to technology dependent
children. The program includes
swimming, field trips to local
attractions, campsite entertainment,
structured games, “free play”, and
more - all to promote family growth
and development while
enhancing individual self-esteem
and social skills.

www.danieldefasson.com
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Daniel de Fasson Day in Las Vegas
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MR Magazine Ad

DNR Magazine Editorial
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Designers in Motion

MMG Corporate Headquarters

MMG New York Showroom

2100 Coral Way, Suite 600 Miami, FL 33145
T. 305.856.9949

1717 Olive Street Saint Louis, MO 63103
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